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Gender Affairs Anguilla

* Small island economy - Limited Resources
* Cooperation is key for big changes using few resources
* Capitalizing on similar interests toward social responsibility
* Not donors or sponsors but collaborative partners toward a common goal
* Still need government buy-in with private sector support
FLOW “Young Girls Chat”

• 5-year partnership and counting
• Technological responsibility, self-love, leadership building and more...
* Anguilla National Council of Women

* Resurging the umbrella organisation for all women’s groups
* Join initiatives on 16 Days of Activism and Gender Affairs support
* Ministerial acknowledgment and pending MoU for joint impact
* Women in Construction Programme

* Response to September 2017 Hurricane Irma by Minister of Gender and Labour

* Scenario...
  - Hospitality Industry down
  - Women out of work
  - Construction industry up
  - Women in construction

* Secured an EU OCTA-Innovation Grant in partnership with Department of Youth and Culture

* Fact-finding sessions with women, contractors and construction owners
**Summary:**
3 small initiatives with 3 notable impacts
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